
COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT– Spring 2019

MARS 4910 

Research Seminar  

in Marine Biology

In this capstone course for Marine Biology majors, students 
carry out a senior research project in an area of interest within 

marine science. Students will take the lead on a project of 
interest and develop a research plan to be carried out during the 

course. This investigation will include data and/or sample 
collection, data analyses, synthesizing the results within the 

context of the peer-reviewed literature, and communicating the 
findings in a presentation and in writing.

M 8:00 -11:00   &   W 14:00 – 17:00  (HLC AC 102B)

Undergraduate Students, 3 Credits 
Instructor: David Hyrenbach (khyrenbach@hpu.edu)



Course Web-Site

http://www.pelagicos.net/
classes_marbio_research_seminar_sp19.htm

Syllabus

Handouts

Lectures 

Readings



Meeting Times / Places

➢ Meetings: 

(M: 8.00 – 11.00) 

(W: 14:00 – 17:00)

➢ Office Hours @ HLC:

2nd floor lanai   

(M: 11:00 – 13:00)

(T: 11:00 – 13:00)

➢ Or by appointment…                                         
at Oceanic Institute



Course Objectives



Course Objectives

In this capstone course for Marine Biology majors, 
students carry out a senior research project in an 
area of interest within marine science. 

Students will take the lead on a project of 
interest and develop a research plan to be carried 
out during the course. 

This investigation will include data and/or sample 
collection, data analyses, synthesizing the results 
within the context of the peer-reviewed 
literature, and communicating the findings in a 
presentation and in writing.



What is Science ?

Science - the attempt to come up with systematic and 
coherent descriptions of how the world works

Scientific Method – the approach whereby scientists                
decide among possible competing explanations 
on the basis of observations and predictions 

2.  Develop predictions based on that conceptual model

1.  Assemble a model of how a particular phenomenon works

The Scientific Method

3.  Test predictions by collecting observations (data)           
through correlational or manipulative experiments 



The Scientific Method



Review of the Syllabus

http://www.pelagicos.net/MARS4910/background/
MARS4910_syllabus_Hyrenbach_sp2019.pdf



Course Structure

What ?
How ? 

Proposal           
and Plans

Relate 
Results to 
Hypotheses

CLASS

Paper

Analyses

Predictions
Observations



Hypotheses Testing in Every-Day Life



Initial Observation

Hypothesis A
Suggests

NO

Hypothesis B

Predictions A Predictions B

Experiments New Observations 

Do new 

observations match predictions ?

Test

YESFalsify
Hypothesis (A)

Confirm 
Hypothesis (B) 

Course Approach



Formulating Hypotheses 

Stated as the existence / absence of statistical 
associations between different processes.                 
(variables in the conceptual model we are testing)

The null hypothesis is the starting point of a 
scientific investigation.  

It attempts to account for patterns observed in       
the data (observations) in simplest way possible.

This means that the observed variation in the data  
is due to randomness and measurement error.     

Working with Hypotheses 



The Null Hypothesis 

States that there is no real pattern                                
(i.e., no association or response).

If the simplest possible explanation is rejected,               
we can entertain more complex explanations. 

Working with Hypotheses 

The Alternative Hypothesis 

States that there is a real pattern                                
(i.e., a non-random association or response).

Best explanation, after null hypothesis is rejected.



Informative Hypotheses

Attempt to describe patterns, rather than merely 
stating that there will be non-random patterns .

Working with Hypotheses 

Hypothesis Testing and the Scientific Method

The Null Hypothesis cannot be proved.  

It can only be disproved or rejected by the evidence.

Unrefuted hypotheses are strengthened.

SEMI-CONSERVATIVE                CONSERVATIVE



Research Scope 
Spatial



Research Scope 
Temporal

- Duration: January – April 2019

- Frequency:   Weekly boat trips



Research Scope 
Temporal and spatial scales of ocean processes



For Next Meeting (01 / 16)
Due In Class: 

➢Group Literature References for Proposal: 

(Focus on hypotheses, field sites and methods)

Email me the pdfs (khyrenba@gmail.com)

➢Group Presentation of Project Ideas: 

• Brief overview of 2 - 4 published papers 

• Followed by discussion and recommendations               
for modifications, additions, subtractions

• Each team has 10 - 15 minutes 



Data Synthesis and Analysis

A key goal of this course is to provide students with 
the tools necessary to perform statistical tests and 
data analyses…  during this course and beyond   



R Software http://www.r-project.org/

R console allows the use of 
interactive Markdown script 
commands and the creation / 
loading and running of scripts. 

R provides access to free-
ware packages for plotting, 
summarizing and analyzing data. 



R Studio Free-ware:

Windows and Mac OS X versions of R come with simple 
programming editors, but I strongly recommend using the  
RStudio interactive development environment (IDE) for 
command-line use of R. 

RStudio supports R Markdown documents and incorporates 
a powerful editor and  easy-to-use file management tools. 

To download, visit the RStudio web site at: 
https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/ 
for details, including extensive documentation.

Other Resources



R Commander Package:

Other Resources

R Commander is a basic graphical user interface (GUI) for 
R, which provides a series of menus that allow users to run 
many statistics and create graphics without typing code. 

While more advanced features of R are not accessible 
through R Commander, you can use it for the majority of 
your statistics.

We will use R Commander to get the hang of the R 
language and to learn how to perform many analyses. 



1. Get R and R Studio to run

2. Familiarize yourself with R                     
(help, history, workspace)

3. Familiarize yourself with 
the R Studio environment

4. Run Swirl and familiarize 
yourself with R functions

For Next Meeting (01 / 16)



PC Installation Instructions

Download R from http://cran.us.r-project.org/ (click on 
“Download R for Windows” > “base” > “Download R 2.x.x 
for Windows”)

Install R. 

Leave all default settings in the installation options.

Download RStudio from:
http://rstudio.org/download/desktop and install it. 

Leave all default settings in the installation options.

Open RStudio.



PC Installation Instructions

Go to “Packages” tab and 
click on “Install Packages”. 

The first time you do this 
you will be prompted to 
choose a CRAN mirror. 
Choose the location closest 
to you ( “USA CA 1” or 
“USA CA 2”, which are 
housed at UC Berkeley and 
UCLA, respectively).

R will download all 
necessary files from the 
server you select. 



PC Installation Instructions
Typing “Rcmdr” and the package will appear in the list. 

Ensure that “Install dependencies” is checked – to install            
all the needed supporting packages - , and click “Install”. 

Wait while all the parts of the R Commander package 
are installed.

NOTE: If you get permission
errors while installing packages, 
close R Studio and reopen it 
with administrator privileges.

Once you’ve installed R Commander, you won’t have to go 
through all those steps again ! 



Mac Installation Instructions
Download R from http://cran.us.r-project.org/ 
(click on “Download R for MacOS X” > “R-2.x.x.pkg
(select latest version)”)  and Install R.

Download RStudio from: 
http://rstudio.org/download/desktop.

Install RStudio by dragging the application icon to your
Applications folder.

Download Tcl/Tk from:
http://cran.r-project.org/bin/macosx/tools/
(click on tcltk-8.x.x-x11.dmg; OS X needs this to run 
R Commander.)

Install Tcl/Tk.



Mac Installation Instructions

Go to your 
Applications 
folder and find 
a folder named 
Utilities.

Verify you have a 
program named 
“X11”. 

If you do not, go to:
http://xquartz.macosforge.org/

and download and install the latest version of XQuartz.



Mac Installation Instructions

Open RStudio.

Go to “Packages” tab and 
click on “Install Packages”. 

The first time you do this 
you will be prompted to 
choose a CRAN mirror. 
R will download all files   
from the server you select.

Choose closest location 
(“USA CA 1” or “USA CA 2”, 
housed at UC Berkeley and 
UCLA).



Mac Installation Instructions

Start typing “Rcmdr” until you see it appear in a list. 
Select the first option (or finish typing Rcmdr), ensure 
that “Install dependencies” is checked, and click 
“Install”.

Wait while all the parts of the R Commander package 
are installed.

Open R Commander in Windows and OS X

NOTE:  Once you’ve installed R Commander, you won’t 
have to go through all those steps again ! 



Exploring R - Help

http://127.0.0.1:31376/doc/html/index.html



R Studio Freeware

(http://www.rstudio.com/)Download R Studio:

NOTE: You can run R Studio, without first running R. 
R studio will automatically open and run R.



R Studio Overview
Explore the Multiple Windows History:

Environment: 
Global Variables                 
Packages  / Functions



R Studio Overview

User-friendly Console



R Studio Overview
Setting and Going to your Working Directory

Set WD               
by navigating               
to a folder

Go to 
your WD 



R Studio Overview
Accessing Files / Package Library / Help



Install “Swirl” Package

Install and Run Package Swirl using R Studio



Run “Swirl”: BasicBuildingBlocks



Run “Swirl”: LookingAtData



Instructions

1. Run Swirl (R programming / Basic 
Building Blocks ) module.

2. Once  you are done with the module, 
save the history  of your session as 
“Swirl_Module1_YOURNAME.txt”
(add “.txt” suffix)

3. Clear your history in Rstudio

4. Run Swirl (R programming / Looking     
at Data) module.



Instructions
5. Once  you are done with the module,            
save the history  of your session as 
“Swirl_Module12_YOURNAME.txt”

(add “.txt” suffix)

6. Send me (khyrenba@gmail.com) your two 
history files, attached to an email, entitled 
“MARS4910.Rassignment” by Jan 21.   

(Assignment is worth 3 extra credit points)


